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Disneyland Looks to Ride Instagram Popularity
INTERNET: Park charges

MomentFeed with turning
photos into boon for brand.
By OMAR SHAMOUT Staff Reporter

Disneyland has long dubbed itself the
“Happiest Place on Earth.” But being happy
sometimes isn’t quite enough, and so the granddaddy of all theme parks tapped Santa Monica
mobile marketing company MomentFeed,
which helps it take advantage of being the most
“geotagged” place on Earth in 2014.
That’s according to rankings released by
Instagram earlier this month. When you consider that Instagram, owned by Facebook Inc.,
has more than 300 million users worldwide – a
bigger base than Twitter – that ranking represents more than just a feather in Mickey’s cap.
It’s a marketing opportunity.
“User-generated content is kind of the holy
grail of marketing these days,” said Rebecca
Markarian, who has handled campaigns for
Microsoft Corp.’s Xbox division as vice president of social media at Pasadena ad agency
Ayzenberg Group.
As part of its work with Walt Disney Co.,
MomentFeed helped the entertainment giant
maximize its Instagram feed by mining the service for photos taken at all of its parks that have
been geotagged, or given an electronic marker
that pinpoints the location. MomentFeed’s service also looks for relevant hashtags.
In its two years of work with the studio,
MomentFeed said its platform has pulled in
2.6 million photos, many of which would have
previously gone unseen by Disney’s social
media team due to the wide variety of hashtags
and geotags used by visitors. For instance, one
person might tag themselves at Splash
Mountain or Pirates of the Caribbean in a par-

ticular photo rather than at the
Anaheim park generally.
All that information now flowing
to Disney allowed it to crowdsource
its entire Instagram feed rather than
posting its own content, according to
MomentFeed. As a result, Disney
hasn’t posted a single original photo
on its feed in a year and a half.
Instead, it finds interesting photos
being taken at the park and asks the
photographer for permission to
“regram” the photo on its account.
Disney also credits the user who took
the photo in its posts.
In the first six months it
employed the strategy, the Disneyland Instagram audience grew by
360 percent to more than 250,000
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followers from fewer than 70,000,
according to numbers released last Photo Focus: Murray, left, and McKenna at
year by MomentFeed.
MomentFeed’s office in Santa Monica.
The account currently boasts 1.2
million fans.
repost images. My preliminary view is it
“We really emphasize the value of user-gen- would be infringing (on copyright),” Korn
erated content,” said Craig McKenna, vice said, who acknowledged that case law in this
president of client services at MomentFeed. area varies.
“When you combine the hashtag with a place
But if Disney ever wanted to use the photos
tag … you’re listening to people actually having for other marketing purposes, such as on printan experience with your brand.”
ed materials, Korn said the studio would be
Executives as Disney, headquartered in wise to ask for further consent.
Burbank, declined to be interviewed for this story.
“They would need to be clear with the artist
Greg Korn, an intellectual property attor- about what the scope of the use is,” he explained.
ney and partner at Kinsella Weitzman Iser
Kump & Aldisert in Santa Monica, said Tracking trends
Disney’s policy of asking for permission to
While MomentFeed said it doesn’t employ any
repost photos is a smart move.
proprietary technology to provide its services,
After reviewing Instagram’s terms of use, McKenna was otherwise mum on how it all works.
Korn said he couldn’t find any language that
The company also provides the same servgave one user the right to use another person’s ice for the studio’s Disney Store locations, and
photo without consent.
it has worked with L.A.’s International
“I don’t see anything in the terms of use Coffee & Tea, parent of Coffee Bean & Tea
that would license other Instagram users to Leaf, to help its team identify Instagram pho-

tos being taken at each of its stores.
The marketing company was founded in
2010 by Rob Reed, a former journalist and
marketing executive for Dallas biodiesel and
ethanol company Evolution Energy Inc.
MomentFeed, now led by Chairman and Chief
Executive Robert Blatt (Reed is now chief
innovation officer), has raised $8.5 million in
venture capital funding from firms including
Double M Partners in Los Angeles and DFJ
Frontier in Beverly Hills.
In addition to tracking geotags, the company also aids retail brands looking to enhance
their presence on other social media platforms
such as Facebook, Twitter and Foursquare. It
provides them with a Web dashboard to manage their accounts that includes comprehensive
analytics from each store.
MomentFeed also offers a location data
management service that companies can use to
ensure the information that shows up in online
searches for each of its retail stores is accurate.
Many retailers use technologies such as
Apple Inc.’s iBeacon platform that pinpoint
when consumers are engaged physically or
digitally with their products or locations.
Through the platforms, they are able to offer
coupons and deals to customers in their stores.
That opportunity is there for Disney, too,
though the company appears not yet ready to
take that plunge.
“I think the whole world is trying to figure out
where that’s appropriate and where that’s a little
creepy,” said Kevin Murray, a senior account
manager at MomentFeed who works with Disney.
Ayzenberg’s Markarian agreed, adding that
social media shouldn’t be used for direct marketing initiatives.
“It’s probably too much, too soon in almost
every case,” she said. “Social media is much
more about inspiring engagement. It’s not as
much about driving direct purchases. You really have to pick those moments carefully.”
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Friday, January 30, 2015 • 8:00 – 10:30AM
Omni Hotel Los Angeles | $45 per person
(Space is limited, includes breakfast)
Please join the Los Angeles and San Fernando Valley Business Journals as we host a discussion
on economic trends and forecasts for Los Angeles County and Southern California. Our panel of
regional experts will share their insights on the biggest headlines of 2014 and where they feel the
market is going in 2015. Don’t miss this opportunity to be a part of the conversation, meet industry
leaders and get informed.

Attendance is limited so RSVP today! Register at labusinessjournal.com/bizevents or by
contacting Breanne Kamai at 323-549-5225 x203 or bkamai@socalbusinessjournals.com.
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